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Abstract: This paper intends to supply an summary on the subject of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), also sometimes
referred as Man Machine Interaction or MMI. We will be discussing concerning basic definition and a short history
concerning the origin of HCI. In the later sections, discussions will be made on existing technologies in HCI and their
developments. In the end, we also intend to discuss about the future directions in HCI.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gesture is a few purposeful expression created by body elements to be communicated to others. It is a non-verbal communication
which is the only way for physically challenged especially hearing-impaired people. Gesture recognition is that the method by that
the expression or gesture created by the user area unit recognized by the receiver. Today, laptop and computer-based devices area
unit influencing human`s life in each step. Gesture, as a media in human-computer interaction (HCI) makes the globe a lot of easy
and versatile. Moreover, applications of gesture recognition can be found in diversed areas like medicine , education , sports ,
dance, etc.
The approach of gesture recognition are often glove-based and vision-based. In glove-based approach of gesture recognition, the
user needs to wear a tool and carry a load of cables connecting the device to a laptop. Though the vision-based approach destitute
of these issues, it's several alternative challenges. For example, the complicated and untidy backgrounds, dynamic lighting
conditions and a deformable human hand shape, wrong object extraction can cause a machine to misunderstand the gesture .
The gestures are often generally classified into the subsequent teams that area unit shown in Table one .
Sr.No
1

Example
Hand and arm gestures

Gesture type
Recognition of hand poses, sign languages, and entertainment
applications.

2
Head and face gestures

Nodding or shaking of head, direction of eye gaze, raising eyebrows,
opening mouth to speak,
winking, flaring the nostrils, looks of surprise, anger, sadness,
etc.

Body gestures

Analyzing movements of a dancer for generating matching music
and graphics, recognizing human gaits for medical rehabilitation
and athletic training.

3

Presently, vision primarily based hand gesture recognition has become a extremely developing analysis field for the aim of human
laptop interaction. Such recognition systems area unit deployed to function a replacement for the usually used human-machine
interactive (HCI) devices like keyboard, mouse, joystick etc. in real world situations. Recently, gestures became a vital phase of
such HCI devices.

Gesture could also be outlined as a physical movement of body elements like hands, arms, head, face etc. to express some data or
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feelings (Murthy & Jadon, 2009). Gestures play an important role in our day to day communication. The ability of a laptop or any
process system to grasp the which means of
these gestures is referred to as gesture recognition. Among the various types of gestures, hand gestures are the foremost usually
used, as they're natural, easy to use and more convenient for communication .Hand gestures area unit primarily of 2 types- static
and dynamic (as shown in Figure 1). Static hand gestures do not involve any reasonably hand movement as compared to dynamic
hand gestures, where either the entire hand moves (global motion) or solely the fingers move (local motion) (Ahmeda,
Alexanderb, & Anagnostopoulos, 2008).There are a unit principally 2 approaches of hand gesture recognition: glove-based and
vision-based. In glove based method, the user must wear a detector glove or a coloured glove, which serves as an interface to
communicate with the computer. Although, this approach provides correct results, it affects the ease and naturalness with that the
user interacts with the pc. Vision-based approach overcomes the drawback of glove primarily based approach because it is a
natural suggests that of interaction. This method adopts computer vision and machine learning algorithms for recognizing the
hand gestures. However, obtaining highly correct results may be a difficult task for vision primarily based approaches (Rautaray &
Agarwal, 2012).
II. APPROACHES OF GESTURE RECOGNITION
The approaches of gesture recognition are often generally classified into 2 groups:
A. Glove-based Approaches
In this approach, the user needs to wear a glove which employs mechanical or optical sensors attached to it that transforms finger
or flexions into electrical signals to determine the hand posture . A unitard is needed to wear for body gesture recognition. The
user must carry a load of cables that connect the device to a laptop that hinders the benefit and naturalness of the user interaction
in laptop controlled surroundings. Some of the analysis works during this approach are often found in .
B. Vision-based Approaches
Vision-based approaches area unit a lot of easy and don't need any additional devices for analyzing gestures. It is the most natural
way of user interaction as human perceives information from their surroundings. The ways beneath this approach wear down some
properties like texture and colour for analyzing gesture; whereas chase devices cannot. In this technique the input pictures or
videos area unit captured by exploitation camera(s). Although these ways area unit straightforward however a great deal of
challenges area unit concerned like the complicated background, lighting variation, noisy videos, besides system requirements
such as recognition time, robustness, and computational efficiency.

III. VISION - BASED DYNAMIC GESTURE RECOGNITION
A dynamic gesture are often accepted by 3 distinct motion phases preparation, stroke and retraction. The stroke is the salient
gestural movement. The preparation section orients the body elements for the stroke and also the retraction section returns it to
rest or orients for consequent gestural stroke. The stroke is differentiable from the opposite 2 phases in rate and acceleration.
Here totally different approaches of dynamic hand gesture recognition and full body gesture recognition area unit mentioned.
A. Hand and Arm Gesture Recognition
Vision based hand motion acknowledgment methodologies can be gathered into: 3D Model Based methodologies and Appearance
Based methodologies.
1) 3D Model based Approaches : Demonstrate based methodologies utilize some hand parameters like, palm present, joint points
from the info picture, and make 2D projection from 3D hand models . Display based methodologies , gauge the present hand state
by coordinating a 3D hand model to the watched picture highlights. The trouble of this methodology is in highlight extraction
since human hands are surface less and don't give solid edges inside . 3D Models can be grouped into volumetric and skeletal
models. Volumetric models manage 3D visual appearance of human hand and generally utilized continuously applications. The
fundamental issue with this demonstrating system is that it manages every one of the parameters of hand which are of enormous
dimensionality. Skeletal models beat this issue of volumetric hand parameters models by constraining the arrangement of
parameters in demonstrating hand shapes from 3D structures .
2) Appearance based Approaches : In these methodologies which are otherwise called View-Based Approaches, hand picture is
remade utilizing highlights removed from visual appearance of the info picture. It shows the hand utilizing the power of 2D
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pictures and contrasts these displayed highlights and highlights separated from info camera(s) or video input. The challenges of
3D demonstrate based methodologies can be overwhelmed by utilizing appearance based methodologies .
Table 2 outlines the highlights extricated, following techniques, acknowledgment strategies and their confinements in their
application territories.
A strategy for online motion acknowledgment frameworks is depicted in . It is a HMM-based technique that performed well for
disconnected signal however not for constant motion acknowledgment. It can't section the signals consequently.
Hand motion acknowledgment has an incredible effect in the area of robot control. In they have exhibited a quick and basic
calculation for hand signal acknowledgment for robot control application. The calculation is invariant to interpretation, turn and
size of the hand. Be that as it may, they have considered a constrained arrangement of motions. In their acknowledgment system is
a blend of static shape acknowledgment utilizing Contour Discriminant Analysis, Kalman channel based following and HMMbased transient portrayal conspire. The following rate is around 20 fps (outline every second) and the total framework works at 25
fps. This strategy can naturally fragment the begin and end of nonstop signal. Yet, it can't deal with the nonstop misshapening of
hand shapes portrays a technique for directing a robot utilizing hand motion from a separation, in view of 2D skeleton portrayal of
the hand and introduction histogram. Nearby introduction histogram is processed for static hand motion acknowledgment and
dynamic mark is figured for each motion for dynamic motion acknowledgment. Ordinary layout coordinating strategy is utilized
for grouping. This technique is reasonable for constrained arrangement of letters in order under uniform foundation.
An expansive group of writing is done in the area of communication through signing acknowledgment where hand motion
acknowledgment is powerful. [31] presents a dynamic hand motion acknowledgment technique that utilizes Dynamic Bayesian
Network (DBN) display. This technique functions admirably for disengaged motions contrasted with ceaseless motions. perceives
Taiwan communication through signing utilizing item HMM for acknowledgment. In this strategy there is no proper fixed edge to
recognize non-sign fragments. In they propose a framework for perceiving 3D dynamic indications of Indian Sign Language (ISL).
They have utilized Kinect camera for catching 3D dynamic motions of ISL words. In this technique, highlights are separated from
the signs and changed over to the planned literary structure. This technique coordinates both nearby just as worldwide data of the
dynamic sign. Utilizing the idea of Axis of Least Inertia (ALI), another direction based element extraction technique has been
created. The outcome has demonstrated that execution of the framework has been improved as incorporating the nearby highlights
with the worldwide. A work on communication through signing acknowledgment is exhibited in that utilization Dynamic Time
Wrapping for motion acknowledgment. The framework has a confinement that it is fit for distinguishing the motions which
doesn’t include explicit finger developments. proposed a constant hand motion acknowledgment calculation which at the same
time partition the persistent signals into disconnected motions and remember them. They have not thought about any limited
suppositions for the movement of the hand between the disconnected motions. Deciding the outskirts for disconnected motions in
consistent signal acknowledgment is a testing assignment. This work can without much of a stretch play out the undertaking.
Division and acknowledgment of persistent motions are done all the while. Their test results demonstrated an acknowledgment
rate of 91.3% for incoherent motions and 90.4% for nonstop signals. In this strategy, mistake sources can be seeing point of
camera, lighting condition, distinctive apparel for clients, and so forth.
A great deal of work has been completed for dynamic hand signal acknowledgment basically for HCI applications. An imaginative
strategy for dynamic signal acknowledgment is to change over the acknowledgment of dynamic motions to the combination of
static edge pictures. This technique contains two stages: Firstly, they join outline combination with thickness dissemination
highlights for harsh signal acknowledgment and furthermore second, the hausdorff separation or fingertip location is utilized for
exact motion acknowledgment. The acknowledgment rate is above 90% from their trial. proposes a hearty framework for
dynamic.
signal acknowledgment. In the initial step hand is identified in each picture outline acquired from USB camera, through skin
division and hand highlight extraction. YCrCb shading space is utilized for hand area division and recognized by identifying the
quantity of fingers. At that point, for hand following the calculation dependent on oval fitting and movement highlight is utilized.
At long last, they have built up a calculation for direction acknowledgment. The dynamic motion acknowledgment technique
proposed by can deal with signals of four sorts: realistic motion, figure motion, character motion and activity motion. This is a
HMM-based technique to perceive complex courageous motion. Including the new highlights, hand size and hand shape,
increasingly complex signals can be perceived. The proposed state-based spotting calculation can isolate the nonstop signals
successfully. The all out acknowledgment rate is 96.67%. Another HMM-based programmed dynamic signal acknowledgment
framework is proposed by. In this strategy, the client's hand is identified utilizing Adaboost calculation with (Histograms of
Gradient) HOG highlights. After hand location the hand shading model is refreshed which will be utilized close by following.
They have executed a form based hand tracker. Highlights are separated after the direction is acquired from the following
calculation. These highlights are utilized to figure the likelihood of each signal sort with HMM. Vision-based powerful hand
signal acknowledgment is as yet a testing errand and there is extension in different application spaces.
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B. Full Body Gesture Recognition
Full body signal acknowledgment has a wide scope of uses in games, mechanical autonomy, tolerant checking, move and so on.
Since human body is profoundly explained in nature, it is exceptionally hard to perceive full body motions from video. From the
writing review it is discovered that chips away at full body signal acknowledgment are relatively not as much as hand motion
acknowledgment. Table 3 outlines a few strategies for full body motion acknowledgment alongside their specific application. A
view-invariant signal acknowledgment system utilizing voxel information acquired through visual structure recreation from
various cameras is introduced in. View-invariant posture descriptors are extricated utilizing multilinear investigation. Signals are
then treated as arrangements of posture descriptors and HMM are utilized for motion acknowledgment. The acknowledgment rate
is useful for secluded signals. In a view-invariant video-based full body signal acknowledgment framework is proposed.
Multilinear investigation is performed on the outline pictures of the static postures making up the motions by tensor disintegration
and projection. The posture vectors are the contributions to the HMM for signal acknowledgment. This is the main framework that
tends to full body human motion acknowledgment from video without the recuperation of body kinematics or 3D volumetric
reproduction. Another viable and productive component extraction strategy is exhibited in for online human signal
acknowledgment. They take care of the issue of how to consistently perceive signals from unsegmented streams and how to
separate diverse styles of an equivalent motion from different sorts of motions. This strategy is pertinent in intuitive frameworks.
Full body signal acknowledgment has application in the field of move. It is utilized for move signal acknowledgment, execution
assessment of a move, In a methodology for move motion execution assessment of Bali conventional move is exhibited. This
technique can be utilized as option of move signal acknowledgment. From the writing review it is discovered that full body
dynamic signal acknowledgment has wide scope of utilizations and there is extension to work here.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this day, individuals are requesting the development of without touch innovation. The Natural User Interfaces are
straightforward and simple to utilize, however extremely hard to execute.
In this paper, vision-based methodologies for dynamic motion acknowledgment systems have been inspected. This is a testing
research territory and similarly a less work has been done then static signal acknowledgment till now. An agreeable outcome can
be discovered just under controlled condition. Acknowledgment of dynamic motions contrasted with static signals needs more
calculation. More pressure ought to be surrendered to construct a dynamic motion acknowledgment framework which gives
tasteful execution. From the near examination of certain papers on powerful signal acknowledgment it is watched the extension
towards this course could be motion division or motion spotting from video. Another course could be to create proficient
calculation for extraction of applicable highlights and highlight determination that prompts great acknowledgment.
From the review it is seen that there is absence of appropriate dataset of dynamic signals which prevents to gauge the adequacy of
the exploration contrasted with others techniques. So creating legitimate dataset could broaden examine around there.
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